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shared drawing
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c Rapid switching
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delay;
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●
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Figure 1: A Commune

station.
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shared drawing
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manner
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around
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handed

input technique-the
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package
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and videotape recordings
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by real-time

1987;

workstations

of three architects
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setting

audio and video connections.

described

hardware was configured

in this paper,

were set up in three office spaces equip~d

audio and video connections;

The

the Commune

as shown in Figure 2. Commune
with

a typical setup for the exercise

is shown in Figure

3. Note the horizontal

surface of the

overhead shots of the drawing

Commune

drawing

two

spaces as well as views of the designers’ faces. The designers

displaying

video connections transmitted
exhibited

a high degree of engagement

session and made
program,

good

Nevertheless,

progress

during the two-day

on a difficult

we observed

shared

system,

two collaborators.

several instances in
Subjects for the Commune
PARC community

exercise were solicited

via a broadly-distributed

The message offered two alternatives

THE THREE-WAY COMMUNE STUDY
has been to come to a better understanding

work

getting their work done. Thus both Commune
environment

for participating

in the

task or be randomly assigned to a group to work on a
problem of our creation. We scheduled eight sessions: five

of how to support

that would participate

itself and the study setting were planned with the intent of
a working

from the

email message.

exercise: come with an established group and bring your own

From the outset, our central concern in the Commune

interacting

and the

head-on camera for capturing the view being sent to the other

design

drawing space and attempted to compensate for that lack.

providing

monitors

images of the other two participants,

which the designers were frustrated by not having a shared

collaborators

the

where familiar

in our design exercise and three that

would use the Commune setting for one to two hour sessions

ways of

with their own work. This paper reports on our observations

would yield success and the task would engage

of the five groups participating
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in the assigned task.

Our participants
backgrounds,

Figure 2: Block diagram of the system as configured

for this study: three user stations, two PCs.

Figure 3: A typical setup for the study: a Commune

station and audio/video

to this paper. While this task was obviously

represented a variety of job and experience

and we arbitrarily

formed

threesomes.

assigned exercise was a brief design task involving

link equipment.

for the participants,

The

and it quickly

the user

became their primary

interface of a credit card gasoline pump. A copy of the actual

peculiarities

handout given tQ the participants

while the participants

is included as an appendix
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not “real work”

they rapidly became engaged in the task

of their

working

focus (as opposed to the

environment).

In addition,

clearly had little stake in the outcome

of their work, they did exhibit concern about the quality of

RESULTS

their efforts and often discussed the quality of their solutions

At

after their session was over. Of the five groups that were

examination

subjects for this exercise, three had Commune

connections

this

time,

we

have

performed

the data from

sessions to form an initial
issues that might

be considered

two groups had Commune and audio connections only.

focused

Our previous

activity

important

meet one another), be taken to their respective working

we again found that participants

rooms, and given a brief (-90

activities

to

Commune and the rest of their collaboration environment.

writing,

as the resulting

design

and to raise

in a more detailed
observations

led us to believe that drawing

Subjects would arrive in a common area (and, if necessary,
second) introduction

a preliminary

set of observations

augmented by video and audio connections the remaining

analysis.

only

the gas pump interface

and

of drawing

space activities

areas

marks. In the study reported here,
regularly

with talk, that they rapidly

combine marking

move among drawing,

and gesturing, that they interact on the same drawing

They were then presented with the problem statement and

marks, and that they use marks and gestures to illustrate

left to work on their own for 20-25 minutes. At the end of

reference ideas.

that period

they were asked to take a couple

summarize

their design activity

additional

minutes discussing

in the design environment

minutes

to

and then to spend a few

their impressions

In all cases, our subjects were able to complete

of working

&sign

we had provided.

for

the

requirements.

gasoline

Figure

data set was collected

session. Included

were videotapes,

participants’
Commune
future

Commune
activity

analysis),

significant

hardcopy

screens, complete

(which

for each working
images of the

in

logs of all of the

may be replayed

design

if needed for

figuring

that

met

the

written

statement presented the participants

situation,

activity.

demonstrated

and they quickly

None

of

any difficulty

the

became engaged

groups

in understanding

reported

or

the problem or

out how to proceed.

and notes we made in real time about

Three Users VS.TWOUsers

events in the work. The five videotape recordings

made during

Our primary goal in this particular

each session consist of an over-the-shoulder

view of each of the three participants’
into-one videotape recording

workspaces, a four-

of an unobstructed

screen plus the three face views being transmitted
participants,

with a familiar

pump

an initial

4 is a sample page from one of the

sessions. The problem
A comprehensive

and

and a full-screen

view

any difficulties

Commune

exercise was to uncover

that would arise with three Commune

users

rather than two. Our hope was that we could observe ways in

among the

of a the Commune

screen.

which the shared drawing

technology

any difficulties

be modified

or could

interactions.

..,,..,,,.,,.
LE,l JI

--i.
<.-

m........
~

f—————

,
Figure 4: A sample page of shared drawing marks.
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either contributed
to support

to

easier

In

fact,

we

distributed

found

design

beginning

breakdowns

in

the

the hoses on a gas pump

three participants.

At

the

instances where all three participants

significant

of the sessions, there was generally

knowing

contribute

talk about

after a group

accompanying
were very

started working

few

problems

of the participant

making a particular

confusion

controlling

a particular

a particularly

arise. However,

or audio/video

about

typical

any major

Connections

In many

respects,

connections

(in addition

groups

continues

distributed

there were certainly

performed

activities,

and although

in the social relations of the
that could be attributed to

the shared

users continued

at

much like

two to three

groups, there were no breakdowns
drawing

gesturing rapidly
the

same

requirements

the three groups that had both video and audio connections.

from

to meet our expectations

drawing

differences
tool.

advantage of the ability

that had audio-only

to Commune)

in the transition

Commune

in supporting

and audio
participant

vs. Audio-only

the two

surprises

participants.

interactions.
Video/Audio

while

We believe our most significant observation is the lack of

strong role did in fact

supported

due display

DISCUSSION

the

cursor or

again the Commune

connections

(e.g., collaboratively

a sun shade over the amount

There

mark. As expected, the situation of one

group member playing
occasionally

involving

We also saw many
would simultaneously

discussing its utility).

on the task, the

talk seemed to resolve any ambiguity.

sketch).

to the same drawing activity

drawing

which cursor was in use by which of the subjecm.

However,

identity

no

tasks with

Our

to intermix

talking,

to take

marking,

and

and to interact together in the same spaces
tim~

our

shared

drawing

tool

design

stand unchanged.

They became engaged in the task, used Commune with equal
facility,
other

and created designs that were similar to those in the
groups.

However,

our

initial

observations

videotapes have suggested the following

One topic area where we expected that our participants
experience

of the

implementation

about the audio-

cursors

only groups:

.

Although

individuals

Participants

and the motions are not

discussions

put colored

Participants

✎

Participants

about

color cursor and left different

design

this was not
color marks.

did appear to learn the correspondence

stickers

corresponding

use gestures in the air less often.

mapping
✎

One of our intuitions

their

among people and colors. (For a couple of the sessions, we

less often.
●

of users with

cues about mark and cursor identity;

had a different

gazes.

tend to engage in meta-level

might

Commune

the case. Recall that each of the three Commune participants
Some participants

.

current

was the identification

and marks.

additional

drawing surface as though they’re seeing someone,
in sync with other participants’

the

changes that might be suggested by this study was that of

continue to lmk up ilom the

they look up less frequently

with

problems

made more assumptions about whether

on the monitors

to the person’s

between

with

cursor

the face view

color.

This explicit

a person and their cursor color did not

appear to be referenced.)

We speculate that there was not

there was agreement on issues and whether all

much confusion

members were ready to prcaed.

done in concert with talk (and if it’s not in concert with talk

Participants

became visibly

lem activity
noticeably

occasionally

then identity

detached from the prob-

because it is easy to identify

isn’t as important

what is being

at that moment),

(e.g., staring off and then
On first glance, our study appears to support earlier work that

reorienting).

suggests that the presence of video does not significantly

Passive Participation

affect group task performance.

Perhaps the most interesting observation from these studies,
thus far, comes from the way in which participants used

contains

Commune while someone else was speaking. There were not

tapes of the face views and Commune

only times when participants

identifying

worked on different

of the task but other non-verbal
These included
consideration
particular

activities

difference.

segments

occurred as well.

erasing past work that was no longer under
(e.g., a zoomed-in

detail

purpose), writing

would

view

used to explain

evidence

a

For example,

colleagues

which sessions included

watching

does make a
our analysis

screen had no trouble
video connections

which did not. We expect that these differences

are subtle
long-term

most

likely

to

become

use situations.

meaningful

in

Many of the clues we observe do

not appear to effect the short term tasks but will likely

down ideas that had not been taken up by

and

and

distributed

be erased after it has served its

However, we believe our data

that the video connection

to disengagement

lead

from the task over longer time periods.

the group (e.g., that the new gas pumps should also dispense

The gazes off into the distance, the lack of response to many

cash), and adding details to existing

suggestions and ideas, the tendency not to engage in meta-

sketches (e.g., drawing
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discussions
involved

all

suggest

that the participants
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at 35,000 FeeC
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Myron
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Perform-

39, No.
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Reading,

MA:

1982.

Can a shared drawing surface offer effective new opportunities

for individual

participation

Lauwers,

in collabora-

J. Chris,

Awareness

tive activities?

in

Requirements
*

vs. Carbon
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our recent exercise

issues that we believe deserve further

consideration
●

1975), pp. 36-

1984), pp. 885-893.

design groups in ways similar

to the support of two persons. However,
raises some interesting

Human Communication”,

for later consideration).

Commune

of distributed
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42.

Factors

drawing activity

April
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A Shared
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(e.g., after
manner,

can jot that idea onto the shared drawing

three

MA,

“Interactive

Scientific American,
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With
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of the Conference

192.

becoming

in an unsatisfactory

where it will be rediscovered

Surface”,

are an integral part of the on-

the ability to become involved
participant
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shared

Rather than shy away from interaction
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APPENDIX

A Design Problem:
Green Oil has long been dedicated to providing
satisfaction

its customers with the utmost in quick, convenient

service. A recent

survey has indicated that patrons are unhappy with the amount of time required to pay the cashier in self-

serve stations, especially

in urban areas where filling

the tank requires two separate trips to the clerk.

A suggested solution to this source of customer dissatisfaction

has been to install credit card gas pumps in all of the

chain’s stations. Using a credit card pump, a user would charge the gas using a credit or bank card. Green Oil
executives are very excited about this concept and hope to have prototypes

in the field within

a year.

Your task is to provide Green Oil with a design for a new credit card pump. The set-up might look much like an
automatic

bank teller machine, though you should feel free to do as you wish about this issue. Keep the environment

in mind, not all technologies

are robust enough to be used in gas station pumps.

Please create a design for the user interfac~

be sure to include options both for fill-ups

and for specific dollar amounts.

Plan to spend no more than 30 minutes on the task. Thanks!

When you feel satisfied with your ideas for Green Oil’s credit card pumps, would you all spend a few minutes talking about the
experience of working

together with the shared drawing

stations? Thank you.
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